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SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2017

Visit our website for the latest news: www.witleymcc.org

Our Team in France!
2017 was another successful year for Witley – at the ISDE in France.
This time the team came home from Brive-la-Gaillarde with bronze
medals for Ross Kerr and Paul Armstrong, with Aaron Smith missing out
by a whisker after machine problems early in the event. 
See Tristan’s report inside…
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From 28th August to 2nd September
2017, the International Six Day Enduro
was held in Brive-la-Gaillarde, France. 
Drawing on their rich history of ISDE
success, Witley and District Motor Cycle
Club sent a team of three riders – Paul
Armstrong, Ross Kerr and Aaron Smith –
under experienced team manager Neil
Bowker. 

The 2017 ISDE started in sweltering heat of
39°C, with riders expected to complete
nearly eight hours on day one and two of a
300km course. Paul and Ross rode hard
and tried to stay hydrated, losing minimal
time but finishing within the half-hour
allowance. Unfortunately, Aaron had
mechanical issues and lost engine oil.
Shaun and Rob worked hard to recover him
and the bike to secure a restart for day two.
Once all riders had got back to the
paddock, the day turned as news broke of

British rider, Michael Alty, sadly passing
away on the side of the track. Day two
started in a sombre mood with all British
riders wearing black armbands as a mark of
respect. All Witley riders came home safe
and sound in another hot day. 
Day three brought a new course and tests,
much appreciated by the riders who
welcomed a change from the same bumps!
All three Witley riders came home safe.
Aaron and Paul were clean on time. Ross
Kerr was flying round the tests but
unfortunately dropped a minute on the
going due to a severe rainstorm and taking
the sensible decision not to go mad on the
road. Paul and Ross both did a front tyre in
the work time. Aaron repaired a completely
collapsed rear wheel bearing.
Day four brought a new course again and
all Witley riders rode well, clean on time,
changing rear tyres in the work time. Day
five started well for the Witley riders, using
the same course as day four, but
unfortunately Ross got a thorn in his eye on
the first check. Riding through the pain for
most of the day and in the torrential rain
which turned the going into a slippery mess,
Ross came home just a little over time
showing real strength of character. Aaron
and Paul came home safe and on time. 
Day six brought the final motocross. Ross
Kerr rode well in the third moto of the
morning, coming 13th in a 38-bike line up
and securing a Bronze Medal from the
week. Aaron and Paul were in the same C3
race on their 300 Husqvarnas. Aaron stole
the holeshot in the final moto, being passed
by just two riders in the race. Paul came
home a very respectable mid-pack position
to complete his week and achieve his
Bronze Medal. 
Our thanks to our support crew, the ACU,
Team GB, Godalming Carpets & Flooring,
EnduroTyres and Purple Mustard. 
Next year it’s Chile!

Tristan Robinson

ISDE 2017 - Brive-la-Gaillarde - France
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ISDE 2017 Results:
Witley MCC team: 
92nd out of 167 club teams.
Ross Kerr: Bronze medal; 
98th in class C1.
Paul Armstrong: Bronze
medal; 85th in class C3.
Aaron Smith: 95th in class C3.
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CHAIRMAN’S RAMBLINGS
ACU NRR 2017 
or The Yamaha LC Goes On Tour
Friday 30 June 2017 – after considerable
route planning by Messrs Richards and
Ayshford, the Witley Team, made up of
the aforementioned, Brockman, and
myself as reserve ‘observer’ departed
Godalming to Leicester Forest East for
an overnight stay in probably the
noisiest Premier Inn Hotel in the UK.
We had a sleepless night, thanks to
endless banging on the doors with shouts
of “Do you own the Yamaha LC in the car
park?” However, it was worth it as we were
able to take a ‘full English’ on board and
comfortably get to the Saturday morning
Platinum Special Test at Leicester County
Hall, before our midday start of the Rally
from Syston.
Syston? Yes, I’d never heard of it, let alone
know where it is, but then did I know where
Grantham, Langrick, Horncastle or
Gainsborough etc were?
Some controls we had to visit with place
names such as Lincoln, Rotherham,
Barnsley, Leeds, Bury were just aspiring
football teams to me. All I knew was that we

had to end or ride at
Nailsworth in the
Cotswolds between 7 and
8am on Sunday morning.
All was not lost, and I wasn’t
going to be, as I was able to
follow the very experienced leadership of
Laurie ‘Satnav’ Richards and Gordon ‘I
used to live there’ Ayshford. The other
Witley entrant, Barry Brockman, was also in
a similar position to myself in not knowing
where he was or where he was going, but
that was understandable as he had the
momentous task of crowd management at
each control. Somehow word had spread
and the Yamaha RD350 LC fan club had
arranged an enthusiastic reception at all of
the Controls. It was almost a perfect
celebration as the Midlands and North were
bathed in that choking aroma of two-stroke
emissions. If only the weather had
observed the expectations of a warm
summer evening for the fumes to linger
throughout the night. But, as the night took
hold we were in for some rain.
And did we have some rain! We entered a
thick moor’s mist which descended outside
of Harrogate, and as we skirted past the
Yorkshire Dales to Skipton, Accrington,
Bury, Warrington, the mist became drizzle
which became rain which became a heavy
tropical (not actually that warm though –
Ed.) downpour lasting a couple of hours.
It wasn’t until dawn started to break, as we
approached the Halesowen control, that the
deluge stopped and we were able to clearly
see ahead again. Prior to that we had to
follow our noses – thanks to Barry’s
machine!
It is a heart-warming feeling to know you
are on the last 100 miles or so as the sun
fights its way through the early morning
mist. We couldn’t hear the dawn chorus, but
those slowly waking up in the quiet villages
as we passed through must have thought
the blackbirds had been out on the town
and were now suffering with a chesty,
rasping cough – or was it that LC again?

This year’s Witley MCC team
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We had a quick stop at the Wellington
Aviation Museum for the Moreton-in-Marsh
control just before it closed (this time
Gordon could see where he was stepping
behind the huts for a pee, unlike at
Congleton when he decided to rearrange a
pile of scaffold poles in the pitch black), and
then on to Carterton, winding through
wonderfully deserted roads.
We arrived at the picturesque Weighbridge
Inn, Minchinhampton, in good time for our
final control check, in full sunshine.
Glorious. And an even more glorious ‘Full
English’ in the pub, which was, not
surprisingly, well received by all.
Only another 80 miles or so, this time not
against the clock, to get home.
All machines behaved perfectly – only the
LC had a minor issue with lights, but who
needs lights when the streets could be lined
with of those torch-holding LC fans! But
being the cautious man that he is, Barry
bought a couple of stop/tail light bulbs from
the BMW dealership control in Rotherham,
a bargain at £8.00 each!
The 2018 NRR beckons and I’m keen to get

my third Platinum Award. My thanks go to
Laurie, Gordon and Barry for making the
event so much fun and being such great
company.
Still trying to get that two-stroke smell out of
my helmet though!

Graham Smith

This year 10% of Platinum award
winners were Witley members from
Godalming!
I have recently been reviewing my
involvement with the Rally over the past 44
years, and I am going for some more
nostalgia, facts and figures further on and in
the next edition. 
However, for the time being, I have left it to
my companions to tell the tale of this year’s
escapade, with its overnight visit to the East
Midlands regional heats of the All-England
Nocturnal Hotel Door-Slamming and
Shouting Very Loudly Championships, and
the following night’s Waterproof Motorcycle
Clothing Test session. I hope that Gordon
and Graham will have inspired those of you
who enjoy riding on the road to think about
joining in next year. There are several
options of times and distances – you don’t
need to ride all night, or all day for that
matter. Don’t totally discount it until you’ve
tried it! L.G.R.

Goodwood Revival
As is his habit, our Chairman put in his
regular appearance with his Military
Motorcycle
colleagues
for the
Goodwood
Revival. 
I can also
testify that 
it was a
distinctly
damp
affair...

The less said about the Special Test...



The ACU National Rally
Another view...
It is unfortunate that there are no exact
records of the National Rally so we
cannot tell exactly how many have been
run.
One entry was discovered in 1939 that
stated it was the 7th National Rally. From
that of course we can establish that the first
one was in 1933.
There is no information on war-time running
but it is known that there was a big gap and
that the Rally was resurrected in 1951 with
the final control being at Billing Aquadrome
near Northampton.
However, I know that twice during fuel
rationing the rally was not run, and once
due to the cattle foot-and-mouth problems.
Club members (to my knowledge) started
to get involved around the late 1960’s.
Even this is not exactly correct, because
Witley members Alec Jay and Derek
Gravestock in fact rode as members of the
Woking Motorcycle Club when they took
part in their first one.
Stated in the press as being the 19th
National Rally, and going by the bike Alec
rode, I would estimate this one being in
1967. That would be the 7 years up to

1939, and a further 12 years
from 1951 to 1967 after
deducting the fuel rationing
and foot-and-mouth years.
In that year, 16 Woking club
members took part (4 chairs
and 12 solos) with 10 of them receiving
awards.
Alec (on his first attempt) won the Basic
Challenge Trophy, the Premier Award for
Best Sidecar. That was on the Triumph TR6
with sports chair (the same machine he
used for his honeymoon with Helen). Derek
gained a Special Gold as did young 18-
year-old Lynn Hulland.
The Club also came third in the Inter Club
Challenge and First South Eastern Centre
Club team.
At this point I would add that Bill Glover
also took part in some of the rallies, but I’m
not sure of the dates.
The Woking Club folded in 1969 and most
of the members joined Witley.
My first, on a 1963 Tiger 90, was in 1972
when the rally finished at Cheltenham
Racecourse. In 1973 it finished at
Doncaster Racecourse, which of course
meant a long ride home after 24 hours and
600 miles. On that rally I remember there
was Alec, Derek Gravestock, Gavin Shaw,

(who had to shout at me to
wake me up whilst riding
down the A1), John Capell,
and at least 4 other
members.
The Rally soon had a
second challenge built in.
Each year the Witley and
Batley clubs tried to beat
each other in the number of
teams entered, and of
course beat each other in
the results. Very friendly of
course.
Often each club would have
10 or 12 riders and I know
one year we had 5 teams.

Alec Jay (left) and John Baxter at a control - somewhere...
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I entered 16 rallies in all with the most
rewarding being the Special Gold awards
achieved after 600 miles in 24 hours on
Honda 70 step-through mopeds. Riders
were Alec Jay, John Baxter, Laurie
Richards and myself. Other
Witley members took part on
much bigger machines. We did
cheat a little in that Jane
Richards met us at the finish
with a trailer to bring the
mopeds back home. 
Over the years, Witley have
won team awards overall and
Centre, seldom without a minor
machine problem but never with
any accidents.
Just once did I take a
passenger (kept my back warm
during the damp cold early
morning rides through the
Lincolnshire country side) and
once I managed to talk Paul
into joining me on his 600cc
Kawasaki.

Great fun, always “Never Again” but you do
of course. Nowadays, night time riding on
UK pot-holed roads is not for me...

Bernard Jay

7

Those Hondas at the finish (Stone, Staffs); Alec Jay (left), 
Derek Gravestock with the Kawasaki (centre), Bernard Jay (right).

Betty & Derek Prior (with Editor) finish another NRR
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TOURING IRELAND
Having had a look at the Lake District
and Eastern Scotland in 2016, this year
saw us off to the Republic of Ireland for
our annual motorcycle holiday
bonanza…
Coming less than 3 days after the National
Road Rally (of which more elsewhere), this
did seem like a bit of a mission…
Anyway, I have handed over the report to
my co-conspirator...

How do you organise a
motorcycling holiday? 
The Richards’ approach it with the air of
a military operation. I take on the role of
Squadron Leader and Laurie, Navigator.
This year’s manoeuvres were to
circumnavigate Southern Ireland. Planning
started the autumn before. Camping was
out of the question.  So, I spent many a
long hour trawling through 100s of B&Bs on
Booking.com. First it must be somewhere
in the vicinity of where we want to go. Fairly
obvious. Then price. It must be cheap (?).
Next, and more importantly, secure
overnight parking for the bikes. If all these
criteria are meet, is it available? Booking
the ferry is relatively straightforward. By
December my work was done. Or so I
thought. Early 2017 Limerick was cancelled
so back to the drawing board, albeit briefly.  
Those of you who have done the National
Rally will know that Laurie (Navigator)

leaves no route unturned. Conventional
maps, Google Earth, route planners, etc.
etc.– though sat-nav a definite no-no. To be
fair, the majority of the time it all goes to
plan. When it doesn’t, I have learnt over the
years to keep very quiet and accept the
inevitability of the U-turn. However, I do
object when this involves a U-turn on a
steep single-track road (Ring of Kerry) or
having been beached in deep gravel up a
dead end (Galway). My get-out clause in
these situations is to get off my bike and
wait, without throwing a strop, until said
navigator has turned my bike round to face
the right direction. I think this is only fair,
and it does seem to work.  
So, what are our thoughts on Southern
Ireland? Amazing, beautiful, breath-
taking… Open roads with little traffic except
in the main towns. Friendly folk and good
food. Our crossing from Pembroke Dock to
Rosslare – and indeed, back – was as calm
as a mill pond. During our 10 days in
Ireland we only encountered 2 downpours.
So perhaps camping would have been
OK...  
First stop – New Ross.  Strictly speaking,
our first stop was in Bristol with Laurie’s
niece and family, and our first B&B was in
Pembroke. It was here that the Squadron
Leader had to eat humble pie. I had
inadvertently booked a vegetarian/vegan
establishment. At first Laurie thought I was
joking. Then the realisation hit him that he
was not going to be enjoying bacon, egg

The River Lee at Cork

At Llandovery for lunch
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and sausage for breakfast. He got over his
disappointment, but only just. 
Not the best start in New Ross either. Yes,
delicious full Irish breakfast, but Laurie had
to endure a tastie bowl of yoghurt first (he
hates yoghurt!) A cheery hug from our host
and we were off to Killarney, stopping in
Cork for lunch. A beautiful sunny day with
blue skies.
Despite being German, our host in Killarney
provided an excellent Irish breakfast. This
holiday wasn’t just about breakfast. It’s just
that we usually have porridge, cereal or
toast! The Ring of Kerry is a must-do for the
motorcycling bucket list. We also took the
opportunity to put the bikes on the little car
ferry to Valentia Island. Well worth the small
fee, especially when you reach Bray Head.
Looking out to the Skellig Islands in the
distance and watching the fishing boats
coming home is amazing.  
On our first, and rare, day off the bikes, we
walked to Muckross Abbey, House and

gardens. We took a pony and
trap ride to the waterfalls.
These were especially
spectacular due to the
heavy rain we were
experiencing that day. At
least we weren’t on the bikes. 
More farewell hugs from our German host
and we headed for Limerick, arriving with
plenty of time to explore King John’s Castle.
This was a one-night stop. By the following
evening we had visited the majestic Cliffs of
Moher and journeyed across the desolate
landscape of The Burren. 
We were now in Galway. This was by far
my most favourite stop on the tour, the town
with its little winding streets going who-
knows-where. The fabulous street
entertainers. The atmosphere, and lovely
folk. The bay and the causeway… I could
go on. We must go back.
Dublin was our next port of call. The minor
roads from Galway to Dublin are delightful.

Bray Head, Valentia Carriage rides at Muckross Castle

Near Ballyvaughan, Limerick to Galway Galway Bay



Dublin is very expensive. Our three-night
stay in a ‘much-too-posh-for-us’ hotel
completely blew the budget! The sort of
place where they take your stuff to your
room. Make tea/coffee/snacks for you 24/7.
And provide luxury dressing gowns and
slippers. Not really our style, but I could get
used to it. 
Perhaps we hit Dublin at a bad time, but we
were slightly disappointed. A big city with
scaffolding everywhere and loads of tourists
– yes, I know! We explored the city from the
hop-on-hop-off tour bus, but I think we must
have hopped on and off at the wrong
places. Or was it just that we loved Galway
so much?
Our journey around Southern Ireland was
coming to a close. From Dublin, we
travelled back to Rosslare, stopping for
soup by the river in Arklow, and an ice
cream in Wexford. The beautiful weather
continued to bless us.
Rosslare is well known for its busy ferry
port, but we discovered that it also has the
most beautiful beach. Well worth a look.
As we said farewell to Ireland, my thoughts
turned to the busy, crowded roads of home.
We had thoroughly enjoyed 1000 or more
miles of pure joy.  The bikes had behaved
impeccably. We had one more overnight
stop in Gloucester before home. 
I cannot wait to go back to Ireland. So much
more to see and enjoy...

Jane Richards

A footnote on the Irish roads...
We found road surfaces on all but minor
roads generally superior to those in Surrey,
though there were some exceptions,
particularly further north. The motorways
are very comfortable and, when we were
using them, mostly empty. Probably masses
of EU money helped out there. As in France
and elsewhere on the Continent, I suppose
that the Irish Republic benefits from a little
more open space than we find in parts of
south-east England, but I did like the
provision of a kind of hard shoulder marked
by yellow hatched lines on the main N-
roads. This can be used for
acceleration/deceleration lane, parking,
pulling over to let others overtake,
agricultural vehicles, to name but a few.
Really useful but given these multiple uses
it wouldn’t really work with our local traffic
volumes.
Also, the way that road warnings are laid
down in apparently reverse order tickled me
- e.g.:
AHEAD
SCHOOL
SLOW
which I suppose you could make a case for,
if the words were spaced rather further
apart... Ed.
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Trinity College, Dublin

The Brewery



The White Helmets
A sign of changing times – the famous
Royal Signals White Helmets display
team has been disbanded as of
September 17th 2017.
The White Helmets were founded in 1927
to show off to the British public the
precision horsemanship and motorcycle
riding skills required of Royal Signals’
soldiers, in the days when the use of
dispatch riders to ferry communications
between units was still a vital element of
warfare.

For 90 years they travelled the country
displaying some of the skills that stood the
British Army in good stead in past conflicts.
Army chiefs have now decided that the
daring two-wheeled displays no longer
reflect the reality of today’s modern
electronic military communications.
So the team’s members will return to duties
behind their computer and radar screens
after  farewell displays at Chatsworth
House in Derbyshire.
The line is that The Royal Signals today are
very much about the use of cutting-edge
technology and cyber communications –
they don’t use motorbikes to move
messages around the battlefield.
Progress I suppose…

Witley 100
LDT
Our next major sporting
event takes place on
Sunday 22nd October – the ever popular
Witley 100 Long Distance Trial, for which
entries are now open. 
Despite continuing closures of byways and
the resulting necessity of moving the LDT
entirely into Hampshire, over 20 years this
has become a mainstay of this type of trial
in the south-east, and continues to be
popular among riders.
We are very grateful for the tireless work of
Roger Brown and his team in enabling the
Witley event to continue.

The event is due to be held on 22nd
October, starting at Down Farm, Odiham.
The route encompasses over 100 miles of
roads, tracks and green lanes as far south
as Butser Hill. There will be around 10
observed sections along the route, together
with a special test at the start location. It is
suitable for most road-legal offroad bikes,
including trials, enduro, twinshock, trail and
pre-65. 
Make sure you check out the entries via the
ACU online portal as this event fills quick!
Members.acu.org.uk

11
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
To many riders, the ultimate in “off the
beaten track” riding opportunities would
appear to be off-road events, enduros, long
distance trials etc. and of course, riding
free; outside of organised events, just
plain trail riding. 
Having taken part in all of the above, I find
they constitute an enigma, because although
you may be away from a regulated tarmac
road you are still very much constrained within
the bounds of a track or trail that someone
else has laid out. Even trail riding keeps you to
a route of limited options. 
My version of “off the beaten track” is going
where I feel the whim to ride within the infinite
options made available on our convoluted
road system. Shunning motorways and
limiting my use of main roads, I can find
interesting routes that sometimes take me
back to places I know through a new
perspective and always introduce me to
something new. A little effort in letting one’s
imagination take flight when plotting your
check-points along a projected route can bring
about some creative options. 
Another trick is to not be too precise and
prescriptive in one’s route but allow a bit (or a
lot) of wiggle room to make decisions on the
fly. This way, interesting winding minor roads
and lanes through villages can be mingled with
the more direct old A-roads that have not been
turned into a dual carriageway by-pass – and
only letting the route resort to the “normal”
main roads and motorways that a route-finder
or sat-nav would choose when time constraints
or lack of workable alternatives becomes the
governing motive. I find that such a journey
can bring about a serene state of mind and
overall sense of wellbeing that makes the
journey more significant than the destination.
To follow is a story in three parts covering
some significant rides of mine this year.
Part 1: Ride the County; Part 2: Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse (National Road
Rally); Part 3: South Cerney and beyond – a
whimsical trip only justified by a visit to the
Gloucestershire County Show, Steam and
Vintage rally as an excuse to go for a ride to
“nowhere and back”.

Part 1: Ride the County
Being the only Witley representative to
enter this event (despite all the chat about
a reprise of last year’s Witley ride-out) I
was inspired to make the most of the
freedom that not riding in a group
bestowed upon me. 
I had entered well in advance, so had time to
plan a route that took me to some places I
knew and some I didn’t, down some roads I
had ridden as a daily commute some 40 years
ago and others that would be an adventure. 
It was the location of the start at the Oxford
Products headquarters in Witney, Oxfordshire,
that had attracted me to the event, as it was
on the outlands of an area I knew and offered
me the opportunity to ride the B4077. This is
one of the select group of roads with which I
have a love-hate relationship. Once, about 40
years ago, it used to be on my daily commute
to work; it joins those other regularly travelled
roads in this group I mentioned in that on a
fine day it is a delightful road to ride and
arriving at my destination brought an anti-
climax, but in inclement weather the journey
would become a despondent slog through
purgatory that could not end soon enough. 
I have lived and worked in three different
areas of the country in previous incarnations,
and a motorbike has been my main form of
transport for most of the time since I started
riding to school, taking me to numerous places
of study and work over the last 46 years. This
has presented me with an eclectic network of
commuting roads engraved into my soul. I
take it upon myself to try and ride these roads
whenever possible, in fine weather, to swing
the balance away from hate to love. 
The organisers had reduced the challenge of
this year’s Ride the County event by making it
a straightforward ride to the finish as Sammy
Miller’s Museum in New Milton, rather than a
route like last year, via a number of control
points to log-in at. To compensate they had
added some spice by putting up a cash prize
for the rider who clocked the nearest mileage
to that which one of their crew of marshals did
on a pre-run – by what was described as an
indirect and circuitous route. 
I took this as a prompt to try and clock more
miles than anyone else, so at the start instead
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of heading south like everyone else I went
north, heading for Stow on the Wold. 
Again eschewing main roads, I did not take
the A40 to Burford, but exited the industrial
estate on to the B4047 for a short distance
before dropping into the country lanes at
Minster Lovell. I meandered northwest and
arrived at the town of Chipping Norton by a
route I had never used before, bestowing
upon me a fresh look at a town I had ridden
through so many times. Here I joined my old
commute (from Milcombe near Banbury to
Ashchurch near Tewkesbury) that I used to
ride on my Cossack Ural 650 from late in 1977
for a couple of years. The road may have
been re-surfaced a few times in the interim but
it has not been improved or re-aligned in any
way, until you reach the final approach to
Ashchurch. 
Here is where riding a road that is an old
friend (or enemy) from the past becomes
transcendental. The feel of the place and the
movement of the bike in the old groove. This
re-kindles in me some hitherto redundant
neurological and muscle memories, coming
from the depths of the hearth where the cold
ashes of these old routines had been brushed

they are once again raked to the front to burn
brightly again – time travel is a reality. I feel
like I am back there as if it was only yesterday
that I had ridden the same route. At the end of
this reminiscence – no, not reminiscence but
perhaps renaissance of the road passing
through Stow on the Wold, where I joined the
venerable B4077 as it dawdles though the
villages of Upper Swell and Ford (wonderful

names) after which just
before Toddington I turned
South via Winchcombe
towards Cheltenham. 
I skirted to the west of the
town and followed more minor
roads through Marlborough with a
short burst on the A417 which had I joined (to
catch up a bit of time) by the evocatively
named Highwayman Inn. On this road, I took a
short break to re-fuel and have a bite to eat in
a little café next to the Texaco service station.
This route had taken me past places with
more wonderful names and character such as
Seven Springs, Cockleford, Dartley Bottom,
Collingbourne Ducis and Middle Wallop on my
journey to Sammy Miller’s At New Milton. 
I only saw a couple of other bikes who were
obviously doing this event near the end, as we
were converging on the same destination.
One, I remember, was an old Enfield having a
rest and map check in a layby. This rider



passed me later when I was buying another
tank-full of fuel in Marlborough. I caught him
up a little later at the A303 Junction where he
turned right to take the main road and I took a
left, then immediate right onto a minor road
into the wilds of the New Forest. I still arrived
at Sammy Miller’s before him! I also spotted
some big bikes I recognised from the start in a
pub carpark, so I guessed they had already
completed the run and were having lunch.
This route gave me a total of 141 miles of
glorious country roads and I arrived at Sammy
Miller’s at 14:20, giving me plenty of time for a
cuppa, a burger and a wander round the
inspirational museum (but that’s a whole other
story waiting to be written). With the 85 miles
from home to the start and the 72 miles home
from Sammy Miller’s (by a fairly direct route) I
had a good day of 298 miles and was home
early evening – bliss.
Imagine my surprise when a little later I
learned that I had won the cash prize for being
the closest to the Marshal’s circuitous route.
This covered my fuel and food costs and
entrance fee into Sammy Miller’s! thank you
very much! To show just how different my
route was from,his, here is his route:
Rather less interesting than mine I think – and
he used motorway –Yuk!!

Part 2: Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse. (National Road Rally) 
The Witley riders who took part in this
year’s ACU/BMF National Road Rally may
not have held the biblical powers – nor the
responsibility for the abstract evils that will
bring about the end of the world – that the
iconic horsemen possessed, but just as
with those New Testament (or X-men
movie) characters they were a diverse
collection of souls, weapons and steeds. 
Bound together as a band of brothers on a
mission, their shared rationality and anchor
was their Witley membership as they engaged
with the parallel reality of the National Rally,
determined to be masters of their shared
destiny. 
Well that’s enough of that romantic nonsense,
because this was to be a test of willpower,
stamina and sense of humour. The latter was
thanks in no small part to the weather and the
self-inflicted complexity and geographical
scope of the route. Having seemed like a good
idea at the time, we had thought it would be a
bit of fun to go for the Platinum award and
undertake the Special Tests which were once
again this year set at a single venue... in
Leicester, set out in the County Hall car park. 
In past years, when a single venue was used
for the special test, the rally had started at 2
pm. In recent years, the start time has been
earlier at 12 noon. The last time we did the
Platinum award, the special test was not a test
of riding skills and knowledge at a single
venue, but there were nominated controls that
you had to visit en-route at which you had to
answer what was more like a selection of
general knowledge and trick quiz questions, to
guess at heights of objects and the like with a
final killer Highway Knowledge test at the final
control (Box Hill that year). 
It was our expectation that there would be a
return to bike related tests at a single venue
that had drawn us to the Platinum this year.
There was, however, no hard information
about the tests in advance, so it was all a bit
of a gamble. Whereas for single venue special
tests in the past, we had ridden to the venue
in the morning of the rally, this year the
prospect of an early morning trip to Leicester
to do the tests (which opened at 8.30 and
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closed at 11.00) to then find our start control
(relatively nearby in Syston), to sign-on in time
for a start at noon did not appeal. To avoid
this, we made it a bit of a “lads” road-trip on
Friday afternoon, leaving home at 12.30 for a
leisurely ride to our destination at a Premier
Inn at Leicester Forest East (oddly to the West
of the City).
In the final few days before the event, Laurie
Richards and I took on board the ideas that
had been discussed around the campfire with
the other gang members during the previous
couple of weeks. We made choices of routes
between the controls, and as is our
pathological compulsion, we tried to avoid
motorways and major, busy roads wherever
possible; often with the thought of possible
options should we need to avoid losing too
much time by following our back-road
cravings.
The trip to Leicester was, as hoped,
uneventful, good humoured and relaxing –
getting us into the swing of riding in a pack of
4 which can be difficult to keep together and
can sometimes lead to delays – unless you
make a point of all filling your tanks and bellies
and taking other comfort breaks at the same
time and try to keep close in traffic when
negotiation road junctions and traffic lights.
The weather was unremarkable (i.e. I can’t
remember one way or the other whether it was
good or bad).
The Hotel was busy when we arrived in the
early evening, and when we turned–in after
our evening meal there was a wedding-do in
full swing. At breakfast it didn’t take long for
mention of the interruptions to our intended
and much needed good-night’s-sleep which
we had all suffered, thanks to noisy
conversations in the corridor and banging
doors. Not awake or annoyed enough to
actually get up and complain but disturbed
enough to be aware of it going on and be half
awake. Barry and I had actually both
contemplated going to the door (in our half-
awake, naked state) to tell the perpetrators to
shut up! Thankfully neither of us was
sufficiently disturbed to act on this impulse
and just as well, imagine if we had both acted
at exactly the same time! We might have been
in a prison cell rather than riding the rally. 

Anyway, joking about this and
the images it conjured up over
breakfast did see us depart
from the hotel in a relatively
good mood for the short ride
around Leicester ring road to
the County Hall, where we
apprehensively entered the car park to see
what challenges the special test held for us.
Thankfully the special tests were a series of
machine control and balance trials, overall an
enjoyable experience but tempered with some
frustration as we all had thought at different
stages that perhaps we could/should have not
made some silly errors (if only we had slept
better last night is our excuse).
We set off for the start control hoping that we
had none of us lost enough points for it to
have made the Platinum award out of our
reach before we started the rally!
The first few controls were the usual mix of
pubs, cafés, a Scout hut, motorcycle dealer
and village hall car parks which rolled by
easily enough as is usually the case. The
weather was mild and dry.
On we pressed into the evening and arrived
for a meal and a break at the most welcoming
and well-appointed control of the event –
Squires Café in Newthorpe near “Sherburn-in-
Elmet” (what a place name for a Bikers’ café!),
the Leeds Control. This Bikers’ Café Bar was
a converted country pub with a huge dining
area set in large grounds. They were hosting a
“Suzuki weekend” which meshed into the
National Rally really neatly, giving a good
experience all round. It was, however, at this
control that we became aware that we were
riding into some wet weather. All the riders
coming in from the Skipton and Harrogate
directions to the North and West of our current
location, were soaking wet and had been
riding through heavy northern rain for hours.
So off we went in this direction expecting the
worst – and we met it.
Poor visibility and being uniformly soggy does
not inspire any great amusement, but does
present a challenge to overcome which in time
may bring gratification at getting through it.
This is what drives us on. We rode though
Yorkshire, Lancashire, Greater Manchester,
(possibly Cheshire), Staffordshire and into the
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West Midlands. By halfway on this route it
could get no wetter. Two things to forget are
the miles on the motorway under repair (near
Manchester, I think – it was all a disorientated
blur by then). It was one of those stretches
that it was impossible to avoid. Then there
was not being able to find the Burton-on-Trent
control; just because we came inform the
other end of town from last time. But also the
things to remember being we had made all the
controls in time so far and were not too much
behind our schedule – though it was looking a
bit tight. 
From the Stafford control, we had planned a
route using non-motorway from the A5 though
the Wolverhampton and Dudley urban sprawl
to get to the Halesowen control. As I had lived
and worked in this area at some time, long
ago, I had somehow been awarded the role of
planner and guide for this section of the route.
Well, it included some of the areas that I used
to steer clear of; containing some cheerless,
decaying, neighbourhoods. It was only when
checking out some road junctions that I
realised that one of the streets on a potential
route was where the pub run by a niece of
ours was situated – I have only been there
once to a wedding reception that we left early
when the unsavoury regulars were embraced
into the party by the hosts. 
I was not looking forward to this stretch of the
rally as although providing an approximation
to a straight line route, there were multiple

opportunities to take a wrong
turning. We would have to zig-
zag our way through the seedy
suburbs and grubby town
centres. It was the early hours so
traffic should be light – but those
out-and-about were more likely
to be those unsavoury
characters up to no good. I took
the opportunity, as we were
about to leave the Stafford
control, to suggest that to avoid
losing any more time due to poor
weather and the risk of
navigational errors it might be
appropriate to bite the bullet and
go via M6 and M5 to Halesowen.
This suggestion was readily and
unanimously accepted without

duress. Laurie continued to lead the way until
we reached a roundabout on which all exits
seemed to be signposted to the M6, M6 North,
M6 South, M6 Toll etc. Laurie went round the
roundabout a couple of times and stopped
raising his hands in a helpless shrug. At this
point I gave a beckoning “follow-me” sign and
took the lead. This route South on the non-toll
M6 had on two occasions been a daily
commute of mine (when living in Kingswinford
on the civilised outskirts of Dudley and in
almost rural Stourbridge in comparison, whilst
working on separate occasions in Aldridge and
Walsall). By the time we arrived at the
Halesowen control where there were rest
facilities, the rain had abated and it was just
before dawn.
Thanks to my enthusiastic pace down the
motorways we could afford to take advantage
of the facilities and drink several welcome
cups of coffee, eat several equally welcome
biscuits and give Graham a chance to dry out
– his self-proclaimed “guaranteed waterproof”
suit had obviously been given this status due
to its demonstrated ability for holding the
water in rather than keeping it out.
We left the comfort of this control feeling
rested and refreshed and were uplifted by the
fact it was now daylight and dry. It a new
dawn, it’s a new day, it’s a new life for us and
we’re feeling good!
The next stretch was from Halesowen to
Worcester; which embraced more daily

The “Leeds” control – a great café atmosphere
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commutes from a previous life of mine, when
at various times gone by I went to Aston
University from home in Kidderminster and to
work in Bromsgrove, Droitwich and Worcester
from Kingswinford and Stourbridge (can you
detect the recurring theme to my choice of
route for motorcycle rides..?) 
I continued to ride in the lead. We passed
through the Worcester control in good time on
a fine day and reeled in the last couple of
controls to the finish. The finish control at the
Weighbridge Inn, Nailsworth was everything
we could have hoped for. Not quite the same
sense of a big event that one used to get when
everyone had to finish at the same control, as
it used to be some time ago, but there were a
good number of riders there. The welcome
from the pub and the quality of the breakfast
could not be faulted. We arrived in good time
without any sense of panic. We had achieved
the critical Stafford control that we had
identified as the make or break point for being
tight on time and managed to maintain a good
average since then (thanks to the motorway
option to Halesowen). So, we were happy in
that knew we had achieved at least the special
gold award, but still unfulfilled. We would have
to wait for the full results to be published to find
out if we had fared well enough in the special
test at the very beginning (which now seemed
a lifetime away) to have won the coveted
Platinum award.

What seemed a lifetime time later, but was
only a few weeks, we all were proud (and
relieved) to receive our Platinum awards in the
post – we did it ! That sense of achievement
and gratification that I had referred to earlier,
when we were lost and wet ”up-north” had
made it all worthwhile.
As a footnote: over breakfast at the finish
control, we got chatting to a marshal/member
of the organising committee. We made some
comments about the difficulties we had
experienced in the shortcomings of the matrix
of controls when trying to plan a route for the
special gold category and that we were getting
worried about the low level entries of recent
years. We expressed concerns about how
long the rally could survive with this
diminishing level of support/popularity – so he
invited us to make a written submission to the
organisers in time for a meeting they were
having in a few weeks’ time. This we have
done and amongst our suggestions was that
the Witley club could host a control again near
Guildford and that the Southern region could
be opened up with a couple of other controls –
perhaps virtual – to link with Witley and
encourage the large number of bikers in this
region to spread their wings a little further than
their blasts down to Brighton or cruises to Box
Hill etc..
To Be Continued Next Time: 
Part 3: South Cerney and beyond...

Dates for your Diary CHECK WITLEYMCC.ORG FOR MORE DETAILS
• Witley 100 Long Distance Trial (Odiham, Hants): Sunday 22nd October
• H.C. “Charlie” Wake Trial (Kingsfold, Sussex): Saturday 11th November
• Reg Bowker Trial (Warren Heath, Sussex): Sunday 10th December
• Witley BXDE – The Enduro (Date & venue TBC): Wednesday 27th December

Challengers fire
It was a shock to hear of the fire in the Play Centre at
Challengers HQ, Stoke Park, Guildford recently. 
They are working hard to resume services as soon as
possible. As our chosen charity we would like to bring this to your attention and support
their task of rebuilding and getting back into action.  
Any donations would be very welcome; you can find out more and make a donation online
at www.disability-challengers.org
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More National Rally
memories...

One or two more details on one of this
month’s pet subjects...
My first Rally was the Doncaster event in
1973 to which Bernard has referred earlier.
The ‘B’ team won the Best Club Team award
(despite my Suzuki T500 twin running as a
250 single on several occasions during the
proceedings), an award which dear Alec left
to me to look after. It’s thanks to him that I
ever got involved.
In those days, entries were over-subscribed,
and closed at 1500. Start time was 10am
(which necessitated an early start to reach a
control at, for example, Ringwood) and the
running time was 24 hours to cover 600
miles. Now one-third of that number take
part in the 540-mile 20-hour event, though
with many of these covering reduced
mileages.
Also at that time all entrants took part in the
Special Test, which was a major logistical
excercise involving Sunday morning road
closures. Marshals cadjoled the 1500 bikes
into minor roads where average speed tests
running into some miles were conducted to
decide the competition winners.
The Avon Tyre company sponsored the
Rally in 1977 and 1978, and plastic-
encapsulated certificates were awarded
rather than the plaques on wooden mounts.
The 1978 Rally finished at Dodington Park
near Bath, and was notable in that our route
took us through nearly 23 hours of constant
rain, which only subsided as we neared the
finish. To be fair, that was unusually bad,
and though we have often had some
adverse conditions, the weather has not 

generally been problematic.
After this time, there was a hiatus of several
years where the Rally was not run; we were
never quite sure whether it was lack of
interest on the part of the riders or the
organisers that accounted for this. But by
1983 it was back and has run most years
since then apart from 2007. The organisers
wished, I believe, to recapture the
atmosphere of the 1950s with a  seafront
finish at Scarborough, which would have
been fantastic. However, used to Midlands
finish points, Rally regulars voted with their
feet and the event was cancelled with
entries in the low 200s –insufficient to cover
the costs.
Since 1973 I have taken part in quite a few
National Road Rallies (as they are now
called)...
I haven’t got the exact number confirmed
yet but from what I’ve found so far it’s about
35 or so. Trying to find all the details (I never
throw anything away)...
Jane did about 3 or 4 as a passenger, which
probably isn’t much fun.
There are some missing details for the mid-
80s – or at least I haven’t found them yet. I
know I missed one in the 80s to do
lapscoring at a Witley motocross at
Normandy and missed 3 that I can think of
for weddings or other date clashes.
One year I tried a solo Sunrise (180 miles
from 4am-10am), to fit in a wedding on the
Saturday. We missed a closing time one
year, so only made a Finisher award. This
was when the control closing times started
to be a problem, which they have been ever
since. However, it was well worth getting to
the finish of this one as it was at Rugby,
coinciding with an ACU Motorcycling
Festival, complete with a parade through the
town centre. Best finish ever – brilliant.
One year I did a cut-down 400 miles for a
Silver (another solo effort – quite a different
experience when you are taking your time
rather than rushing around!). But I’ve never
done the Rally on a British bike – probably
need to think about that soon...



In the papers...
Not so often that one of our members appears
on the same page as Fernando Alonso, but
that was just what Geoff Urben managed in
the Surrey Advertiser recently, on the occasion

of his excellent performance in the ACU
British Pre-’75 250cc Championships, where
he finished third ,beating riders up to 50 years
his junior.
I’m afraid it has to be said that Geoff has had
a considerably more successful season than
Fernando...
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It’s been good to see some NR letters and
photos in the Old Bike Mart recently, very
interesting.
Otherwise Special Gold awards, with a few
Platinum (I think 5, including this year).
Unfortunately (from my perspective) after
2010 the multiple final control scheme
started up, which has the benefit that there’s
a finish within easier reach of most
competitors, but very much dilutes the
atmosphere and sense of achievement.
Quite a difference between 1500 machines
and riders at a major racecourse and about
50 in a Little Chef car park.
The next major milestone is, I suppose,
2023, if I can keep going until then.

Difficult to know why I keep
going back for more. Of
course, there are several
other Witley members who
agree with me and have
kept at it – for decades! and
I’m very happy to have had such
good company over the years. Several
other Club members have taken part and
not felt like repeating the experience, and
it’s hard to argue with them. I suppose it is a
bit of an obsession. But I guess it’s like
motorcycling as a whole appears to different
people; if you get it, it’s fantastic – if you
don’t, it’s a pain! L.G.R.
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News or pictures (especially ENDURO!!) please to laurie@lg-richards.com

Many thanks to Graham, Bernard, Tristan, Gordon & Jane for their contributions to this issue.

ACU/BMF National Road Rally 2017
Further to comments in the last issue, please see below proof that the Witley MCC
team reached the finish at Nailsworth, Glos. without too much trauma – though not
entirely dry, despite the brilliant sunshine illustrated.
The other end of motorcycling from the heroics of the ISDE. There is plenty more on the Rally
inside, from several contributors...


